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We present a new hybrid, local search algorithm for quantum approximate optimization of con-
strained combinatorial optimization problems. We focus on the Maximum Independent Set problem
and demonstrate the ability of quantum local search to solve large problem instances on quantum
devices with few qubits. The quantum local search algorithm iteratively finds independent sets over
carefully constructed neighborhoods and combines these solutions to obtain a global solution. We
compare the performance of this algorithm on 3-regular graphs with up to 100 nodes against the
well known classical Boppana-Halldórsson algorithm for the Maximum Independent Set problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) [1] is a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm for
finding the approximate solution to combinatorial opti-
mization problems. This hybrid approach first encodes
the problem’s objective function as a Hamiltonian whose
ground state corresponds to the optimal solution. Then
the classical and quantum processors work together
within a variational loop to find the ground state. The
classical computer runs an optimization algorithm which
traverses the optimization landscape searching for the
extrema. During the course of the optimization the
quantum processor is used to evaluate the expectation
value of the objective function.

For unconstrained combinatorial optimization prob-
lems the optimization is performed over the entire Hilbert
space generated by the variational ansatz (i.e. a param-
eterized quantum circuit). A new ansatz, the Quantum
Alternating Operator Ansatz (QAO-Ansatz), was pro-
posed in [2, 3] for solving constrained combinatorial op-
timization problems. This variational ansatz is designed
in such a way that the constraints are satisfied at all times
and the optimization is performed only over the space of
feasible solutions.

Quantum local search (QLS) utilizes the QAO-Ansatz
to find independent sets within local neighborhoods
(i.e. subgraphs) whose size matches the capabilities of the
quantum hardware. One of the main building blocks of
the QAO-Ansatz is the mixing unitary which is defined
only up to a permutation of its components (i.e. par-
tial mixers). QLS exploits this permutation freedom to
search for optimal solutions within a neighborhood. The
QLS algorithm draws on methods from classical local
search [4] which are useful for problems where comput-
ing the global solution is intractable, but are amenable
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to decomposition into tractable subproblems. QLS con-
structs a global solution by iterating through many lo-
cal subproblems and involves a dynamical update of the
variational ansatz such that a constant amount of quan-
tum resources are utilized. Local search strategies rely-
ing on graph partitioning have been previously applied
in the quantum context to unconstrained optimization
problems such as network community detection [5], but
the algorithmic components introduced in this work have
not been previously studied.

Techniques based on quantum local search are advan-
tageous to classical local search because they use entan-
glement to explore the solution landscape of the neigh-
borhood all-at-once instead of one-by-one. In this work,
we study the performance of the QLS algorithm on the
Maximum Independent Set (MIS) problem [6]. MIS is
one of the most widely studied constrained combinato-
rial optimization problems, in part, due to its broad ap-
plicability in a variety of domains and the fact that it
is equivalent to other important problems such as min-
imum vertex cover and maximum clique on its comple-
ment graph. We introduce a method for constructing
quantum circuits within a local neighborhood of a larger
graph that are tunable to the size of the quantum hard-
ware that is available. We simulate this algorithm on
3-regular graphs and find larger independent sets than
Boppana-Halldórsson evaluated over the full graph. The
tunability of QLS allows us to target graphs containing
many more nodes than the number of qubits that are
available in the hardware.

In Section II we review the quantum approximate op-
timization algorithm and cover prior strategies for quan-
tum constrained optimization. We introduce the quan-
tum local search algorithm, provide its pseudocode, and
provide an open source implementation [7] in Section III.
Section IV provides the simulation results which compare
the performance of QLS and Boppana-Halldórsson, and
study the impact of available quantum resources on run-
time. Section V concludes and suggests future directions
of this work.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm

Hybrid variational algorithms, like QAOA [1], solve
optimization problems by iteratively searching through
the solution space with the combined efforts of a classical
and quantum computer. The classical processor runs an
optimization routine and calls the quantum processor to
evaluate the computationally difficult objective function.
For combinatorial optimization problems such as MIS,
the problem is defined on a graph with n vertices, and the
graph-dependent classical objective function C(b) which
we are looking to optimize is defined on n-bit strings
b = {b1, b2, b3 . . . bn} ∈ {0, 1}n. It can be written as a
quantum operator diagonal in its computational basis:

Cobj |b〉 = C(b)|b〉. (1)

The expectation value of this objective function is mea-
sured with respect to the variational state,

|ψp(γ,β)〉 = e−iβpMe−iγpC . . . e−iβ1Me−iγ1C |s〉, (2)

where |s〉 is the state on which we act with unitary oper-
ators to build our variational ansatz. The ansatz in Eq. 2
is composed of two repeating parts: the phase separator
unitary eiγiC and the mixing unitary eiβiM . The phase
separator is a diagonal operator in the computational
basis and typically takes the same form as the objective
operator. The mixers are used to increase or decrease
the amplitudes of different states – effectively “mixing”
the state of the current wavefunction. The variational
parameters γ and β define the optimization landscape
and correspond to the rotation angles of quantum gates
within the ansatz.

For any variational state, the expectation value of Cobj

Ep(γ,β) = 〈ψp(γ,β)|Cobj |ψp(γ,β)〉, (3)

is evaluated on a quantum computer and then passed to
a classical optimizer which attempts to find the optimal
parameters that extremize maxγ,β Ep(γ,β). Since the
eigenstates of Cobj are computational basis states, this
maximization is achieved for the states corresponding to
the solutions of the original combinatorial optimization
problem.

B. Constrained Optimization: Maximum
Independent Set

When applying variational algorithms to uncon-
strained optimization problems, every basis state is a
valid solution and therefore the optimization takes place
over the entire Hilbert space generated by the varia-
tional ansatz. In contrast, constrained optimization is
restricted to those basis states which satisfy the problem

specific requirements (e.g. a valid independent set can-
not contain two vertices which are neighbors). Hybrid
variational algorithms have been adapted to constrained
optimization problems in two main ways. Either the ob-
jective function is modified to heavily penalize invalid
basis states, effectively turning the constrained problem
into an unconstrained one [8, 9], or the variational ansatz
is structured in a way that keeps the optimization within
the valid subspace [2, 3, 10].

Maximum Independent Set (MIS) is an NP-Hard con-
strained combinatorial optimization problem defined on
the graph G = (V,E) with nodes V , edges E and num-
ber of nodes n = |V | [6]. An independent set is defined
as a subset V ′ ⊂ V of the graph’s nodes such that no
two vertices in V ′ share an edge. The goal of MIS is to
find the independent set containing the largest number
of nodes.

The Quantum Alternating Operator Ansatz (QAO-
Ansatz) [2, 3] is an example of an ansatz which imposes
constraints at the quantum circuit level. The ansatz is
constructed in such a way that we never leave the set of
feasible states during the variational optimization (e.g.
the set of all valid independent sets). For the MIS prob-
lem the objective function is the Hamming weight oper-
ator,

Cobj = H =
∑
i∈V

bi (4)

where bi = 1
2 (1− Zi) and Zi is the Pauli-Z operator act-

ing on the i-th qubit. Each vertex in the graph is assigned
a value bi ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether it is excluded (0)
or included (1) in the independent set.

The initial state |s〉 for the variational optimization can
be any feasible state or superposition of feasible states.
Similar to regular QAOA, the phase separator unitary
for the QAO-Ansatz, UC(γ) := eiγH , is constructed us-
ing the objective function. However, the mixing unitary
UM (β) is non-trivial and requires multi-qubit gates for
its execution.

UM (β) :=
∏
i

eiβMi Mi = XiB̄ (5)

and we have defined,

B̄ :=
∏̀
j=1

b̄vj , b̄vj =
1 + Zvj

2
, (6)

where vj are the neighbors and ` is the number of neigh-
bors for the ith node. We can also write our mixer as

UM (β) =

n∏
i=1

Vi(β) =

n∏
i=1

(
I + (e−iβXi − I) B̄

)
, (7)

where we have used b̄2vj = b̄vj . The unitary mixer above
is a product of n partial mixers Vi, in general not all
of which commute with each other [Vi, Vj ] 6= 0. The
partial mixers in Eq. 7 can be implemented using multi-
controlled Toffoli gates and controlled-X rotations. The
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FIG. 1: QLS example: the neighborhood (grey circle)
G0
local of distance Ns = 2 surrounds the root node n0.

The yellow highlighted nodes indicate where the partial
mixers may be applied since all of their neighbors are

contained within G0
local. After the variational

optimization is complete, a new root node, n1 is selected
and will induce a new subgraph (red dotted circle). The
size of the neighborhood Ns can be scaled to match the
problem instance or the available quantum resources.

effect of applying a partial mixer Vi(β) can be stated in
words as: if all of node i’s neighbors are in the |0〉 state
(i.e. are not included in the current independent set),
then rotate qubit i’s state around the X-axis by an angle
β.

III. QUANTUM LOCAL SEARCH

The Quantum Local Search (QLS) algorithm finds
approximate solutions to the MIS problem on a graph
G = (V,E) with n vertices by iteratively optimizing a
variational ansatz over small neighborhoods within G.
We give an outline of the QLS pseudocode in Alg. 1 and
an implementation is available via Github [7].

(1) Neighborhood Initialization: Select a root
node n0 and its corresponding local subgraph G0

local
where all the nodes in this subgraph are a node distance
Ns away from n0 (see Fig. 1 for an example). The dis-
tance Ns is a free parameter used to set the size of the
neighborhood. This parameter should be set according
to the density of the target graph such that the number
of nodes m in the neighborhood does not exceed the num-
ber of qubits available in the quantum hardware. In this
work, we set the initial state |s〉 for the neighborhood to
be the all zero state |s〉 = |00 · · · 0〉, but more interesting
states could also be used [11, 12].

(2) Neighborhood Ansatz Construction: For
simplicity, the example ansatz construction covered here
will be restricted to the case with depth parameter p = 1,
but this method can be readily extended to p > 1. For

Algorithm 1: Quantum Local Search (QLS)

Input : G = (V,E), r = # of permutation rounds, k
= # of partial mixers, Ns = neighborhood
size

Output: Approximate MIS of G
1 local solutions ← [];
2 repeat

/* Neighborhood Initialization */

3 s← initial state;
4 nroot ← select a root node;
5 Glocal ← subgraph of nroot up to distance Ns;

/* Neighborhood Ansatz Construction */

6 ~β ← [00, 01, . . . , 0m];
7 γ ← random(0, 2π);

/* Randomly initialize k partial mixers

starting from nroot */

8 for i ∈ [k] do
9 βi ← random(0, 2π);

10 end

11 Uqls ← UM (~β)UC(γ);
/* Neighborhood Solution Search */

12 bitstrs ← [];
13 for i ∈ r do

14 UM (~β)← P
(
V1(β1)V2(β2) · · ·Vm(βm)

)
;

15 while not converged do

16 counts ← execute(Uqls(~β, γ) |s〉);
17 E ← expectation value(H, counts);

18 ~β, γ ← updated params(E);

19 end
20 bitstrs.append(arg maxb ([H(b) for b ∈ counts]);

21 end
22 local solutions.append

← arg maxb ([H(b) for b ∈ bitstrs]);

23 until all nodes have been visited;
24 return recombine(local solutions)

depth p = 1 the variational ansatz takes the form

|ψ(~β, γ)〉 = Uqls |s〉 = UM (~β)UC(γ) |s〉 . (8)

The phase separator UC(γ) = eiγH is identical to that
used in the QAO-Ansatz. The mixer unitary is param-

eterized by a set of m angles ~β = (β1, β2, ..., βm) corre-
sponding to the partial mixers of each node in the sub-
graph.

UM (~β) =

m∏
i=1

Vi(βi) =

m∏
i=1

(
I + (e−iβiXi − I) B̄

)
, (9)

Applying all m partial mixers at once may require an
intractable amount of quantum resources, especially for
larger neighborhoods. Instead, we use a hyperparameter

k which sets the number of nonzero βi within ~β. With k
set, we start by applying the partial mixers first to the
central node n0, then to the nodes that are distance one
away from the central node and then distance two and
so on until we have either exhausted the quota of the k
partial mixers or the nodes in the neighborhood.
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In the process of constructing Uqls it is possible that
we could find a high degree node within the neighbor-
hood which has more neighbors than there are qubits
available in the quantum hardware (or equivalently, ex-
ceeds the amount of allocated resources). We can handle
this corner case by simply skipping the application of this
node’s partial mixer. This node can still participate in
its neighbor’s partial mixers as a control qubit.

(3) Neighborhood Solution Search: Once the cir-
cuit construction is finished, we run the quantum approx-
imate optimization algorithm with the goal of finding the

parameters ~β and γ in Eq. 8 that maximize

〈
ψ(~β, γ)

∣∣∣H ∣∣∣ψ(~β, γ)
〉
. (10)

This will output a bitstring with a certain Hamming
weight. Since the mixer unitary is defined up to a per-
mutation of the partial mixers:

UM (~β) ' P
(
V1(β1)V2(β2) · · ·Vm(βm)

)
, (11)

different permutations can return bitstrings with dif-
ferent Hamming weights. We can rerun this step r num-
ber of times, each time randomly choosing a different
permutation of the partial mixers. From these r differ-
ent rounds we will select the bitstring with the largest
Hamming weight.

(4) Neighborhood Update: Once we have obtained
an independent set on the neighborhood G0

local we tra-
verse the graph G by selecting a new root node. The
root node n1, red highlighted node in Fig. 1, of the next
neighborhood G1

local, red dashed circle in Fig. 1, is ran-
domly selected from the set of vertices that are on the
edge of the current neighborhood, a distance Ns away
from n0.

(5) Obtaining Approximate MIS on G: We then
repeat steps 1 through 4 starting with the new root node,
and continue this process until all nodes have partici-
pated in the local search. Once the graph has been tra-
versed we recombine the solutions on all the Gilocal into
a global approximate solution over the full graph G.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To test the performance of QLS we implemented Al-
gorithm 1 in Qiskit [13] and simulated its execution on
3-regular graphs containing 20, 60, and 100 vertices. We
selected 3-regular graphs for our experiment because it is
well known that MIS is NP-complete on 3-regular graphs
and restricting the degree of the graph allows us to easily
compare the performance of the algorithm for different
choices of the numbers of partial mixers used in each
neighborhood. Applying the algorithm on graphs with
high degree might result in exhaustion of the quantum
resources without being able to see quantum interference

within each of the neighborhood since each of the multi-
qubit gate will use up a lot of control qubits. For each
graph size, we generated 20 random instances using the
NetworkX Python package [14] and collected the results
of 10 separate executions of the QLS algorithm. To keep
the simulations tractable on our local machines on which
the experiments were conducted we set the size of the
neighborhood to Ns = 2 for all runs.

The typical measure of performance for MIS is the
approximation ratio between the independent set found
by the algorithm and the optimal MIS. Since finding
the optimal MIS for large graphs quickly becomes in-
tractable, we instead measure the performance of QLS
against a well-known recursive algorithm from Boppana
and Halldórsson [15]. In the results below we report the
Boppana-Halldórsson approximation ratio, RBH , which
is given by the expression

RBH =
EQLS
EBH

, (12)

where EQLS and EBH are the sizes of the final max-
imum independent sets output by QLS and Boppana-
Halldórsson.

Fig. 2 shows the performance of QLS, with different
values of the hyperparameter k, on graphs with 20, 60,
and 100 vertices. The hyperparameter k controls the
maximum number of partial mixers that are allowed
within the ansatz during each iteration of the algorithm.
From Fig. 2 we see that the utilization of more quantum
resources allows QLS to add more vertices to the inde-
pendent set during the early iterations of the algorithm.
As the execution progresses the number of nodes added
in each round begins to decline until all nodes have been
visited and the program halts. Interestingly, we also see
that increasing k (i.e. adding more quantum resources)
beyond a certain threshold value no longer improves the
growth rate of the independent set. This is shown by the
k = 4, 10 lines in Fig. 2 which lie on top of one another
and in Fig. 3 which shows a constant approximation ratio
is reached beyond k ≈ 4.

The reason why we see constant performance beyond
k = 4 is due to the regularity of the target graphs and
our selection of Ns = 2. Within the neighborhood ansatz
construction step of QLS, every circuit will contain ap-
proximately 10 qubits and on average only 4 of those
qubits will have all of their neighbors present within
the subgraph and thus can be hit with a partial mixer.
Therefore, we do not see any significant advantage of the
k > 4 over the k = 4 runs. This observation highlights
the tunability of the QLS algorithm to specific problem
instances and the potential for more sophisticated pro-
tocols within the neighborhood construction function.
Modifying the values of k and Ns allows the QLS al-
gorithm to tradeoff between quantum and classical re-
sources: larger Ns, k means more of the graph can be ex-
plored at once using wider quantum circuits but requires
optimizing over more parameters, smaller Ns, k results
in quantum circuits with fewer qubits but requires more
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FIG. 2: Average Boppana-Halldórsson approximation ratio (Eq. 12) of the MIS found by QLS at each iteration of
the algorithm. Shaded areas indicate one standard deviation from the mean. QLS converges to a solution faster as

the number of partial mixers is increased up until a threshold value is crossed.
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FIG. 3: Average approximation ratio over random
3-regular graphs as a function of increasing k. All

benchmarks use the all-zero, |0〉, initial state.

iterations to fully explore the graph.
Finally, in Fig. 3 the approximation ratios trend to-

wards 1 as the graph size increases. This seems to sug-
gest that QLS is able to find a constant improvement over
the MIS’s found by Boppana-Halldórsson. However, the
QLS implementation in Algorithm 1 is the most straight-
forward specification for local search. In practice, many
local search algorithms decide on the next vertex to visit
using much more sophisticated methods that incorporate
current problem information.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While this work has focused on MIS, the QLS ap-
proach with the QAO-Ansatz can be applied to many
more constrained combinatorial optimization problems.
The non-commutativity of the components of the mix-
ing unitary within the QAO-Ansatz can be exploited by

QLS for many of these problems. Additionally, while we
have restricted our simulations to 100 node graphs, this
technique is easily scalable to much larger problem sizes.

In this work, we evaluated the performance of QLS
against the Boppana-Halldórsson algorithm which is an
efficient heuristic algorithm, but does not promise the
best solutions that are obtainable via other available clas-
sical techniques. We demonstrated the applicability of
QLS to large problem sizes, but there are still many im-
provements that can be made to the neighborhood solu-
tion search and neighborhood update steps by drawing
upon the extensive work that has been done in the clas-
sical community on local search[4, 16–18]. One advan-
tage that QLS maintains over classical approaches to lo-
cal search is its ability to exploit quantum entanglement
to search the solution landscape within a neighborhood
all-at-once instead of one-by-one.

The multi-qubit gates required to implement this algo-
rithm can be quite expensive when decomposed into the
single- and two-qubit gates required by current supercon-
ducting and trapped-ion architectures [19, 20]. However,
emerging quantum computer architectures, such as neu-
tral atoms [21], are especially promising because they
support the ability to natively implement these multi-
qubit operations. It will be interesting to study the
implementation of QLS on current and future quantum
computing systems.
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